Cumberland Occasional Tables Collection
Designed by Norman Diekman

Christina Table

The oval—an elemental form—receives an imaginative interpretation in the design of Christina
tables. In addition to basic ovals, the line includes interlocking shapes created by notching a
vertical edge on a slight angle. The result suggests a spiral while remaining true to the oval
form. This versatility along with the range of heights and sizes offers many possibilities for
interesting groupings.
Specifications
Side and coffee tables are available in maple and walnut veneers. These tables are designed to
be used free-standing and/or in groupings that create unique clusters. Different heights and
shapes with tapers and reverse feature offsets which invite fitting the tables together in
interesting groupings. When used free-standing, the offset with its angled slice enlivens the
design.
Offset Explained
The offset on these tables allows two of them to be nestled together and to touch at the top of
offset. All of the tables with the offsets, will nestle with themselves and with all the other tables,
the only exception is the 3457, which nestles with all other tables, but not with itself. It can
nestle with itself but it will have a gap between the offset at the top. The reverse tapered table 3460 was specifically created by the
designer to work together with 3457.

Options - Specify:
Top:
Wood:

Veneer self-edge tops are standard.

Maple is standard. Walnut is optional, add $220 list per item.
Available in any standard MP finish on Maple or any premium WL finish on Walnut.

Finishes:

Dimensions

Maple
Veneer

18x13"Oval x 20"h
25x18"Oval x 15.5"h

1271
1620

Dimensions

Maple
Veneer

Upcharge
Walnut

3457 Side Table

19x16"Oval x 20"h

1406

220

90

3462 Coffee Table

25x18"Oval x 15.5"h

1647

220

95

Dimensions

Maple
Veneer

Upcharge
Walnut

19x16"Oval x 20"h

1406

220

Tapered Oval

Description

3451 Side Table
3453 Coffee Table
Tapered Oval
w/ Offset

Description

Reverse Tapered
Oval w/ Offset
Description

3460 Side Table
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Walnut

220
220

Weight

75
95
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Weight

90

